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[image: Hero Image AR 2022]Take control of your corporate reporting
Tangelo’s intuitive, all-in-one platform empowers companies to produce custom corporate reports in-house, on the cloud, and in record time.
Annual Reporting "season" 2021/2022



[image: ESEF Webinar Hero Image]Building ESEF Reports with Tangelo
Watch our on demand webinar ‘Building ESEF Reports with Tangelo’ and discover the key features of Tangelo that help you with your ESEF report.
On demand webinar



[image: ESG Cheat Sheet 2023 - hero]Learn the ABCs of ESG Reporting
Download our ESG Reporting Cheat Sheet - demystifying 50 must-know sustainability reporting mandates, concepts, and more.
The ESG Reporting Cheat Sheet



[image: Live demo webinar]From Zero to Tangelo in 30 Minutes
Join us for our upcoming live demo webinar and discover how Tangelo helps you save time, reduce effort and relieve stress during your corporate reporting season.
Live demo webinar
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Annual Reporting "season" 2021/2022
On demand webinar
The ESG Reporting Cheat Sheet
Live demo webinar

 Create designed corporate reports
 in-house, on the cloud, and in record time 
 Tangelo’s collaborative platform empowers companies to easily
 produce custom-designed annual reports and more. 
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See how you can streamline your report production process

Strive for agility. Empower every part of your team to collaborate better, faster, and smarter on Tangelo’s secure platform.

      Learn more >> 
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[image: AGL - windwill]Client case spotlight
Client case: AGL Energy
Learn how AGL Energy, Australia’s largest private owner, operator, and developer of renewable energy assets, streamlined report production—and discovered a single-source corporate reporting solution—with Tangelo.
learn more


[image: AGL ESG Data Centre]Client case spotlight
Client case: ESG Data Centre
Today, corporate finances alone don’t always tell a complete story. Modern shareholders, customers, employees, and communities alike want proof that companies are taking responsibility for ESG issues.
learn more
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How People Like You Use Tangelo

[image: persona-1]Amy the Project Coordinator
'Streamlines the reporting process—saving time, money, and headaches while gaining greater control.'
Insights


[image: persona-2]Felix the Financial Controller
'Ensures accurate numbers with minimal effort—syncing his latest Excel files updates everything instantly.'
Community


[image: persona-3]Greg the Investor Relations Manager
'Engages investors by presenting streamlines PDFs and interactive online content - all created from the same source'
Annual reporting


[image: persona-4]Caroline the Corporate Communications Director
'Secures the company’s brand identity—with a custom design and automatic, intelligent layouts.'
Community


[image: persona-5]Susanne the Sustainability Director
'Responsible for reporting of ESG related KPIs and ensuring compliance of ESG laws'
esg reporting




"As a business, we use Tangelo as it allows us to retain control of the document, in particular with managing author’s corrections in-house. This is critical given our status as an ASX listed company and the nature of the market sensitive material we are working with, and without compromising on the overall design of the document. Importantly, it has saved time and resources in checking multiple documents, mainly the print and online versions of our report. This has been a significant improvement to our process and of benefit to the business, at a time when we are working to tight deadlines."
Cathy Oosterman
Shareholder Relations AGL Limited



Insights from Tangelo
Event 28 March 2024
Webinar: 'From Zero to Tangelo in 30 Minutes'
Blog
CSRD is coming—but the EU "waters down" reporting requirements, again
Download
On demand webinar: Building ESEF Reports with Tangelo
 learn More
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Start taking control of your corporate reporting
Contact us
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